Lakecia Gunter, ‘95
Intel Corporation
“Preparing Yourself for Global Leadership in STEM”
A Personal Journey & Lessons Learned

Wednesday, October 21, 2015
9:00 AM -10:00 AM
Advanced Visualization Center (AVC 147, in CMS annex )

Lakecia Gunter is the Director of Partner Marketing and Engagement for Desktop Client Platforms in CCG. In this role she is responsible for four key elements of the business: Customer Engagement, Marketing Intelligence, Outbound Marketing and Business Operations. Most recently, she was the Chief of Staff of Intel Labs and Technical Assistant to the CVP and Managing Director of Intel Labs, for the past 2½ years. Prior to her time at Intel Labs, Lakecia was a Platform Validation Manager, in the Platform Validation Engineering (PVE) organization of the Intel Architecture group, where she was responsible for delivering Intel’s 3rd and 4th Generation Core Processors to the marketplace.

She holds a B.S. in Computer Engineering from the University of South Florida and a M.S. in Electrical Engineering from the Georgia Institute of Technology. In addition to her leadership and management responsibilities, Lakecia has sought to inspire young women and underrepresented students to pursue careers in STEM. She has served as a speaker/panelist at national events and participated in K-12 mentoring to increase the participation of women in engineering and computing, and connect them with role models. Lakecia is a recipient of the 2015 Society of Women Engineers (SWE) Prism Award, selected to Diversity MBA Magazine 2014’s Top 100 under 50 Diverse Executive Leaders List, and named a 2009 Modern-Day Technology Leader by U.S. Black Engineer Magazine. She serves in volunteer leadership roles with the United Way in Oregon, the Urban League of Portland, Gateway to College National Network, the National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE), and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

**Please contact Colleen Naughton: cnaughto@usf.edu with any questions**

Food will be provided